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SaaS Management Platform
License Dashboard’s SaaS Management
Platform simplifies the process of tracking,
managing and optimizing SaaS spend and
Cloud costs.
SaaS subscription costs can rapidly get out of control.
License Dashboard’s platform solves this problem
by optimizing employees’ SaaS usage, discovering
SaaS underutilization and detecting shadow IT.
License Dashboard identifies SaaS applications used
in your organization and provides detailed insights,
recommendations and statistics.
SaaS Subscription Management
License Dashboard users can now make more informed
decisions on their SaaS license options and understand
the potential cost savings available across products,
platforms and even individual users. By understanding
SaaS application usage organizations are able to optimize
their spend, comparing actual usage to available licenses and converting unused
and underutilized applications into savings.
The SaaS Management Platform provides ongoing scanning of SaaS applications
and presents License Dashboard users with detailed cost saving recommendations
for every SaaS application and Cloud platform in use across the organization.
Underutilized, idle and abandoned instances and licenses are clearly highlighted,
with recommendations for more suitable licenses displayed based on individual
users activity within applications such as the Office 365 suite.

View Total Potential SaaS Savings

Features & Benefits
Manage and optimize your
SaaS spend
Eliminate bill shock for cloud
platforms
Manage your organization’s
SaaS subscriptions in one place
Receive intelligent
recommendations and cost
saving tips on SaaS licenses
Integrates with all major SaaS
and cloud applications
View all upcoming SaaS
renewal dates
Understand your AWS and
Azure IaaS utilization
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Manage and Optimize SaaS Spend
View each SaaS product in use across your network,
understand assigned and unassigned licenses as well
as utilization, cost and potential savings.
See the history of each application’s usage and set
parameters for utilization thresholds. Understand
each license type for every application and service.
See the breakdown of each user with access to every
SaaS application on your network.

Cost Saving Recommendations for All Apps
License Dashboard provide users with automatic,
intelligent cost saving recommendations for your
SaaS products and IaaS platforms
The platform identifies abandoned, unassigned
and underutilized licenses as well as detecting
unused features, providing recommendations for
downgrading licenses onto to lower-cost payment
plans.

Track and Manage SaaS Renewal Dates
Never lose sight of your SaaS and Cloud spend by
tracking and monitoring all SaaS billing spend in one
place. Allow for better budgeting and forecasting
as well as empowering Procurement decisions with
access to all of the SaaS spend and financial data you
require. See payment plans and billing periods at-aglance for all products and compare with utilization
statistics to ensure your organization only renews
what is necessary for the business.

Contact License Dashboard
www.licensedashboard.com
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